
Morvern Resilience Meeting agenda 26th May 7pm 
Present:  Annie Tordoff (chair), Dr Susan Taylor, Kenny McLaughlan, Jane Stuart-Smith, 
Alasdair Firth, Jennie Robertson, Nick Tordoff, Angus Robertson 
 

1. Community Support helpline & updates 
a. Access to online library discussed  for those not online.  Government 

scheme for access to kit discussed and criteria for local people to use. 
Approximately 5 people might benefit from having internet enabled tablets . 
Group discussed how these might be best allocated.  One has kindly been 
donated and KM can download library books from his own account for use. 
Dr Taylor is  able to identify those who would benefit most, particularly 
those most  isolated.  Dr Taylor  agreed to work on some criteria and all 
agreed that needs will differ from one individual to another, will be time 
limited,   and any purchases would require to  reflect this. Kenny agreed to 
work with Nick T on delivering.  AR to ask Lilia to speak to HIE re use of 
resilience funds and liaise with Nick and Kenny. 

b. Jennie Robertson joined to say that the Book club has collated a list of 
approx 60 books for lending which will be advertised on FB and 
morvern.org, and the list can be  sent out  with prescriptions, be available 
through the shop and put on  notice boards.  Disinfection and passing 
around  of books discussed and criteria for use of them  will be included in 
the list.  People will be required to phone Jennie (times to be confirmed)  if 
they wish one and volunteers can deliver on  a Monday (tbc).  Thank you to 
Morvern Book Club. 

2. Recent purchases - sanitiser, small bottles have been bought, awaiting delivery. 
First bulk lot of sanitiser has arrived - volunteers have been  identified to put 
sanitiser in key points as agreed at the last meeting. 

3. Shop - no updates 
4. Morvern Medical Practice - no updates.  Test and trace scheme discussed - being 

done by both NHS and army mobile scheme.  This is still in development nationally 
therefore MCC/resilience group  is unable currently to advise the community on 
local arrangements. 

5. Skip - has been collected and site cleared 
6. Broadband - minutes finalised with BT and openreach  and available for MCC 

meeting on Monday  and MCDC 
7. Group discussed current helpline and support arrangements and agreed that all 

needed to remain in place until early autumn when we can review 
 

8. AOB - nil 
 
 


